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An integral equation approach is developed to determine the scattering 
and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by thin walled cylinders of arbitrary 
cross-section and refractive index. Based on this method extensive numerical 
data are presented at wavelengths in the infrared for hollow hexagonal cross 
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1. Introduotion 
This is the Final Report on NASA Grant NSG 5044 and describes the work 
carried out in computing the scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation 
by columnar sheath ice crystals. In this first section we begin by citing some of 
the important geophysical problems which require such data, and note some of the 
consequences of the lack of sufficiently accurate values for the scattering and 
absorption properties of single ice crystals. After surveying the work done in 
recent years to remedy this deficiency, we then summarise our own contributions 
to the subject. The detailed results are given in the remaining sections of the 
report. 
The reflection, transmission and absorption of visible and infrared radiation 
by clouds and by polluted atmospheres is of considerable importance in many lJrac-
tical areas. Cirrus clouds are composed of ice crystals. They are found over the 
entire globe and their infrared and optical scatterinf!; properti~s have a profound 
effect on the atmospheric heat balance. The clouds EJatter and absorb the primarily 
infrared radiation resulting from the earth and the lower regions of the atmosphere as 
well as the mainly shorter wavelength solar radiation incident from above. The differ-
ence then plays a major part in the atmospheric heat balance which governs the global 
location of energy sources and sinks and, hence, the atmospheriC circilhtion patterns 
(Cox, 1971; AFWG, 1972). Similarly, but on a much smaller sca1e, the cirrus clouds 
created artificially by jet contrails have been observed to markedly affect local 
weather (Appleman, 1966; Reinking, 1968); and a knowledge of the scattering by 
clouds is also needed in using satellite measurements of the lR emission of water 
vapor to estimate the relative humidity of regions above the clouds. Finally, we 
remark that the use of LIDAR as an atmospheriC probling tool depends on the dif-
ference in the reradiation of the aerosols and the much smaller background mole-






Techniques for oalculating the transfer of electromagnetilJ radiation through 
clouds of partioles have been summarized by Plass et aL (1973), and one of their 
most basic ingredients is a lmowledge of the soattering and absorption properties 
of the individual partioles. This may involve either single soatte1"ing or multiple 
scattering in the oase of optically thiok oloudi:l. Since eaoh soattering event oan 
affeot the polarisation by produoing an eleotrio field having a oomponent orthogonal 
to the inoident veotor as well as parallel to it, and this field is in turn inoident on 
another particle, an aoourate treatment of the transfer problem will involve the oom-
plete soattering and absorption matrices for a single partiole. 
In an atmospheric oloud, the partioles are either water droplets or 
ice crystals. The water drops are close to spherioal and it is not unreasonable to 
model them as spheres. This enables Mie theory to be applied and the results 
obtained are reasonably aocurate. Ice crystals, however, are another story. The 
shapes, sizes, concentrations and fall patterns whioh have been observed in olouds 
have bee!]. discussed by Mossop and Ono ... 1969; Ono, 1969; Aufm Kampe and 
Weicman, 1957; and HeJ::llsfie1d and Knollenberg, 1972. Both plate orystals, i. e. 
cylinders of length muoh less than their diameter, and columnar crystals, i. e. 
long thin cylinders, hollow as ~rell as solid, are co=only found, and for shapes 
as varied as this, a spher'j cannot provide an aocurate simulation of the scattering 
behavior. NeverthelelOs, for laok of a more aoourate method for calculating the 
scattering properties, the Mie theory has been widely used even for ice crystals, 
thereby introducing UnlulOwn and possibly large errors in the values for the radia-
tion transfer, whioh are the end produots of extensive and expensive oomputations 
(Kattewar and Plass, 1972). 
The importanoe of using the proper soattering matrix when the particles are 
irregular is olear from the data presented by Holland and Gagne (1970). They mea-
sured the elements of the soattering matrix for clouds of irregularly shaped, random-
ly oriented silioon flakes. The results were quite different from the matrix elements 
predioted by Mie theory, particularly for back and forward soatter, and the depolari-
















































































The last few years have seen seve:!:al attempts to calculate the scattering 
of more realistically-shaped crystals, and it is appropriate to mention here the work 
of Jacobowitz (1971) anrl Liou (1972 a and b; 1973) which has been directed at the 
scattering properties of columnar ice crystals. Jacobowitz's data were obtained for 
infinitely long crystals hexagonal in cross section using ray traCing. All end effects 
were necessarily omitted, including the 450 deviation of the rays passing through the 
end faces which contributes to the large halo observed about ice clouds (see Minnaert, 
1954, section 104). The method also excludes all diffraction effects produced, for 
exampie, by the six longitudinal edges of the cylinder, as well as polarization effects, 
and the calculations were limited to cylinders not less than 40J.l in diameter (for a 
wavelength of 0.55 J.l) With the apparent ,bjective of assuring the reasonable validity of 
geometrical optics. Finally, no account was taken of internal absorption by the ice 
in spite of the fact that the appreciable imaginary part of the refractive index at some 
infrared wavelengths suggests that absorption may not be negligible. 
Liou's analyses are based on the assumption that the ice crystal can be model-
led by an infinitely long, homogeneous dielectric cylinder of circular cros" section. 
For this simplified geometry there is a mathematically exact expression for the 
scattered field in the form of a series of Bessel and Hankel functions analogous to 
the Mie series for a sphere. It is therefore possible to compute the scattering matrix 
precisely, with all polarization information present, and with internal absorption 
taken into account. Nevertheless, end effects are omitted by virtue of the model 
chosen, and the assumption of a circular cylinder necessarily suppresses those 
features of the scattering which are peculiar to the hexagonal cross section of an 
actual ice crystal. 
The retention of the hexagonal geometry is one of the key features of the work 
carried out under the present Grant. Based on an integral equaiion appro<.l.ch, a 
numerical technique has been developed to compute the scatterL'lg patterns, and the 
scattering and absorption spectra for cylindrical dielectric shells of arbitrary cross 
sectional shape when illuminated by a plane wave of either principal polarization. 





hexagonal in cross section, scattering and absorption data ha\"e been gene=ated appli-
cable to hollow columnar (sheath) ice crystals in the inirared. 
The method originated from a study of the scattering properties of resistive 
sheets and membranes (Knott and Senior, 1974) in which the non-zero thickness 
sheets were simulated by iniinitesimally thin sheets of appropriate electromagnetic 
properties. Accordingly, a hexagonal shell cylinder whose actual walls are composed 
of a material of (complex) dielectric constant n, having thickness 7{smallvlmpared 
to the free space wavelength 11.), is replaced by a hexagonal membrane haviIl.~ a com-
plex relative resistivity 
R 
Z 2 {n -1)2"7 
ohms per square. It is then possible to derive an integral equation for the current 
which an incident plane wave of either principal polarization induces in the membrane, 
andtheintegral equation is quite amenable to solution by digital techniques. The 
formulation of the equation and its subsequent solution constitute a Significant con-
tribution to the theory and application of integral equation methods to electromag-
netic scattering and absorption problems. The mathematical details are given in the 
Appendix along with a listing of the computer programs employed in generating the 
data in this Report. For the most part the formulas are applicable for arbitrary 
angles of inCidence, but the numerical results presented here are for broadside 
incidence only. The problem is then two-dimensional, and we now turn to a presen-
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2. Nmnerical Results 
Our ntUllerical results are given in the form of cross sections which are 
defined as follows. For a power density S incident on the cylinder, the bistatic 
scattering cross section is 
cr(a) = 271:I/S 
where 'i is the power scattered per unit length of the cylinder per unit angle about 
the dir,~ction a and measured in the far field of the cylinder. The angle a is defined 
so that a = () is in the backscattering direction and a = 1( is in the forward. The 
total (or integrated) scattering cross section is then 
The absorbed power is measured by the absorption cross section 
1 
(j A = S (power absorbed) 
and the extinction cross section is the StUll 
Formulas relating these two dimensional cross sections to the currents which are 
computed are given in the Appendix, eqs. (37) through (41,. 
The computations were carried out using the refractive indices n = n + in. 
r 1 
for ice in the infrared wavelength range given by Irvine and Pollack (1968; hereafter 
referred to as IP) and Schaaf and Williams (1973; referred to as SW). Their data 
are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 and show significant discrepancies in certain wave-
length ranges. To obtain some idea of how sensitive the scattering is to the partic-
ular refractive index chosen, computations have been made at two wavelengths using 
the values from each reference. 
For a given wavelength and perimeter of the hexagonal sheath, the 








vector parallel to the axis of the cylinder (E polarization) and also with its magnetic 
vector parallel to the a."'{is (H polarization). The directions of incidence and observa-
tion are always in a plane perpendicular to the axis, but for eaoh polarization we have 
considered two directions of incidence corresponding to 'edge-on' and 'face-on' as 
regards the hexagon, viz. 
o 
edge-on face-on 
Most of the calculations have been for a hexagonal cylinder 3 pm on a side 
with a wall thickness T = 0.1 /-lm. Only these data are presented here though we h"ve 
carried out some exploratory calculations for other parameter values. Table 1 lists 
the wavelength, the corresponding refractive index and its source, the appropriate 
resistivity value and the Figure numbers where the computer-generated plot of the 
bistatic scatteriug versus e can be found. Each of these Figures shows the data for 
edge-on and face-on incidence on the left and right respectively, with the intensity on 
top and the phase below. The phase is that of a scattered field component at a large 
(constant) distance from the axis of the cylinder and is shown relative to that of a 
line source on the axis. The intensity plotted is actually the dimenSionless quantity 
cr(e) fA in dB. This particular normalization is convenient for computation and pre-
sentation purposes, but since o{e) is a very complicated function of A (through, for 
example, the refractive index), it must be borne in mind that ate)/A is not a wave-
length-independent quantity. 
Sp6.Jtral information is presented in Figs. 31 through 35 where cr(0), cr(7T), 
crT' a A and cr
ext are plotted(jn dB /-lm) versus A. Note that the explicit factor A 
has been removed, so thai ~,,3re the 'normalization' is relative to a micron (J.lm). 
2. 1 Angular Data 









































Table 1: Computed Data for Hexagonal (Shell) Cylinder 
3 /.1m on side, 0.1 /.1m thick 
n Ref. R/Z, 
1.307 IP il.70784 
1.293 + iO.000365 IP 0.00536 + i3.81395 
1.291 + iO.00161 IP 0.02977 + i4.77438 
1. 254 + iO.001 SW 0.02740 + i6.25466 
1.278 + iO.000213 IP 0.00486 + i5.65462 
1.206 + iO.00080 IP 0.03876 + i9.10650 
1.152 + 'W.0123 IP 13.5260 + i1.17250 
1. 130 + iO. 2273 IP 7.79740 + i3.41910 
1.045 + iO.429 SW 5.26973 - iO.54082 
1. 280 + iO. 3252 IP 4.20510 + i2.69040 
1. 530 + iO. 0625 IP 0.55090 + i3.84930 
1.422 + iO.0163 IP 0.24680 + i5.44060 
1. 312 + iO.045 SW 2.82939 + i17.23610 
1. 269 + iO. 043 SW 4.09006 + i22.80586 
1. 093 + iO.242 SW 31.03981 + i7.98514 

































how the number of maxima and minima i.n 0 <i; e <i; '1r increases with decreasing 1\., 
and at wavelengths which are much longer than the side length of the hexagon, i. e. 
I\. ~ 8 pm, the cross section has almost no angular structure. Changing the incidence 
from edge-on to face on has most effect ~ :the directions closest to backscattering, 
and we also note the substantial differences between the results for E and H polari-
zations. 
2 • 2 Spectral Data 
The particular cross sections a(ol, a(~l, aT' a A and a
ext 
are shown as 
functions of I\. in the infrared range in Figs. 31 through 35. Each Figure has two 
parts, covcring the ranges 0.76 to 3.5 pm and 8 to 12.5 pm. Separate curves have 
been included wherever the results fc"r edge-on and face-on incidence are clearly 
distinguishable. }or the most part this is only with the backscattering cross sec-
tion or for I\. :;:; 1. 5 pm, and in other cases the differences are confined to the imme-
diate vicinity of local maxima or minima in the data. 
In the shorter wavelength range most of the data were computed using the 
IP values for the refractive index. This range covers the main absorption band 
centered on I\. = 3 pm and a secondary one at I\. = 2 pm as seen in the IP data 
plotted in Fig. 2. The wavelengths close to these show the main discrepancies 
between the IP and SW data, and at I\. = 2.25 and 3, pm we t.herefore ran compu-
tations using both sets. The different refractive indices at I\. ~ 2.25.um do indeed 
produce substantial differences in the cross sections, and because of this sensiti-
vity, we have not extended our detailed computations through the third absorption 
band centered at I\. t:::!. 1. 25 pm in the IP data. For I\. < 1.61 pm the scattering 
has been computed only at the single wavelength I\. = 0.76 pm of interest for a 
particular application. Since theIPdataare given only for I\. ~ 0.95 pm, the neces-
sary refractive index was obtained by e,,:trapolatian. 
The SW data for the refractive index were Ilsed in the longer wavelengt:, range 
8.0 <i; I\. <i; 12.5 pm. 
The geometrical effects are particl1~arly pronounced for 0.76 <i; I\. <i; 3.5 pm. 






































the wavelength, or are low multiples thereof, and this is the region where resonance 
effects and other interactions betv;een the various contributors to the scattering are 
mast important. As an example, while (j A has a strong local maximum near the 
maximum in n. at A = 3.075 f-Im, the shape and overall width of the maximum in 
1 
(j A is apparently affected by the side length of the hexagon being close to this wave-
length. (j(0) and (j(1T) both show a corrflsp6nding drop in this absorption region. 
The behavior is quite different near the secondary maximum in ili at A = 2 f-Im. 
For H-polarization but not for E, (j A is large as expected, while a(0) and a(1T} have 
local maxima for II. just above 2 f-Im with both polarizations. 
Further evidence for the way in which a geometrical effect can dominate a 
material absorption effect can be found by comparing the absorption cross sections 
at 2.25 f-Im computed from the IP and SW data. At this wavelength the SW value for 
11. is roughly five times the IP value, with n almost equal in both listings, but the 
, 
r 
SW value produced an absorption cross section which is about eleven times less 
than that given by the IP value for the refractive index. 
It is therefo"'," obvious that any predictions of absorption and scattering 
based only on the properties of the material of which the scatterer is composed m~v 





3. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
In this Report we have derived the theoretical basis for determining the scat-
tering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by thin-walled cylinders of infinite 
length and arbitrary cross sectional shape. Numerical procedures have been developed 
and have been used to obtain data for hexagonal cylinders which model sheath crystals 
of the type found in cirrus clouds. The procedures are economical for cylinders 
whose cross sections are not more than about 15 wavelengths in perimeter, with the 
, cost decreasing rapidly with decreasing size. 
For wavelengths comparable to or less than the face length of the hexagon, 
the results (particularly for the back scattering) are quite sensitive to the polariza-
tion and direction of the incident plane wa.,-e, i. e. on whether the field is incident 
edge-on or face-on as shown on p.6. At any given wavelength, the results can also 
be very sensitive to the refractive index employed Geometric effects can so influence 
the absorption that it is not at all safe to &.ssume that the absorption versus wavelength 
curve will follow that of the imaginary part of the refraative index. 
The time available for the present study did not permit an adequate investiga-
tion of the effect of wall thickness, nor allow us to do a detailed comparison of the 
results with those of the Mie-type series for hollow cylinders circular in cross sec-
tion. Although our data for the bistatic scattering cross section versus angle are 
somewhat similar to those previously published (Liou, 1972a) for solid circular 
cylinders at near broadside incidence, data showing the precise role played by the 
geometry should have a high priority in any future aontinuation of the study. With only 
minor modifioations our computer programs can also handle irregular additions to the 
hexagonal surface, thereby simulating rimed crystals, and allowing us to compute the 
effects of riming. Since the theory for non-broadside incidence has been derived, we 
would also like to develop the computer programs necessary to obtain numerica· data 
in this more general case, and once these types of data are in hand, it would be pos-
sible and desirable to examine the forms of averaging that could simplify the practical 
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Fig. 1: Data for the (reduced) real part of the refractive index of ice: 
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Data for the imaginary part of the refractive index of ice: 
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Fig. 31: Computed backscattering cross sections of hexagonal (shell) 
cylinders. In this and the following four figurss, .and <:) 
show edge-on and face-on results respectively for IP data; 
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Appendix: Scattering EY~ Cylindrical Resistive Shell 
A-I Formulation 
The shell crystal is simulated by a hexagonal cylindrical shell of uniform 
thickness and constitution, which is in turn treated as an infiniteSimally thin, elec-
trically resistive membrane. 
The concept of such a membrane arises naturally from a consideration of a 
thin sheet of highly conducting material whose permeability I-' is that of free space. 
If cr is the conductivity and T is the thickness, we can define a surface resistivity 
R as 
1 i R= - = 
crT WE _ Y T 
U'-d 
(1) 
where X is the electric susceptibility, "I) is the permittivity of free sp..'l.ce and a 
time fac~or e -iwt has been assu,-ned; and as i -;>(1 we can imagine cr to be increased 
in such a manner .hut R is finite and r:on-zero in the limit. The result is an idealized 
(infinitesimally thin) electrically resistiVE: sheet whose electromagnetic properties 
are specified by the single quantity R. In terms of the (complex) refractive index n 
of the layer material 
R= 
iZ I?) \~ , 
where k and Z are the propagation constant and intrinsic impedance of free space, 
respectively. 
Mathematically at least, the membrane is Simply an electrio current sheet 
? 
whose strength is related to the tangential electric field via the resistivity R ohms/m~, 
which may be a function of pOSition. Since I-' = 1-'0' there is no magnetic current 
present and 

































































where the affices + refer to the positive (upper or ,)Uter) and negative (lower or 
inner) sides of the sheet and fl is the outward normal to the positive side. If J is 
the total current 
(4) 
and from the definition of the surface resistivity 
(5) 
The tangential components of the electric field are therefore continuous across the 
sheet, whereas the tangential components of the magnetic field have a jump discon-
tinuity J directly related to the electric field via the resistivity R. With R speci-
fied, the conditions (3) - (5) define a transition problem for the electromagnetic 
field and were first used by Levi-Civita (see Bateman, 1915) in studies of charges 
and currents close to a conducting sheet. 
A-2 Scattering ~ ~ Resistive Membrane 
It is convenient to start by considering a general resistive membrane in 
three space dimensions illuminated by an arbitrary electromagnetic field. We treat 
first an open sheet for which a representation of the scattered field was obtained 
by Knott and Seuior (1974) and then examine the case of a closed resistive shell. 
If S is an open electrically resistive sheet and we surround it by a 
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with d = /£-Ell is the free space Green function. On collapsing 81 to the two sides 
of S, the expression for J!. (£) reduces to 
1. e., 
.!<.!:),. 1~ ) ~ ti,,(H+ -H-)gdS' 
S 
.!(£) = 1~ ~ ~ i!<£') g dS' 
S 
where the integration is now a one-sided integration along S. Since 
+ __ _ _ J 
il A (E - E -) = 0, we have similarly 
(9) 
and eqs. (9) and(lO)are precisely those which would have been obtained by starting 
with the concep; of an electric current sheet. Hence 
1 E(r) = E (1')+'\7 ... '\7,,11" 
-- - - -
i H<.!:) = H <.!) - ikY'Y',.!. 









































































"-:":;1 ,~-~ '~~~'_" 
If .E is not on S, the derivative operations can be applied directly to the 
integrand of (9 J giving 
E(E) " E'(E)+ll<Z ~) ~(E,)g+ k; [,(E')' v~ V' g} dS' 




In the particuiar case when the incident field and the surface S are both independent 
of a Cartesian coordinate z, eq.( 12)was the starting point for the analysis of resis-
tive sheets by Knott and Senior (1974). Integral equations for the tangential components 
of i! were developed by taking the limit .E~S, al:d. similar results can be obtained 
even in three dimensions. 
On the other hand, a somewhat different expression for the electric field 
is also possible. By applying standard vector identities to the second term in the 
integrand of(l2), we have (Senior, 1975) 
(14) 
where 'VIis the surface divergence operator and the line integral is in the positive 
s 
direction around the edge L of S. For a perfectly conducting surface the line integral 
vanishes by virtue of the edge condition. The electric !ield expression (14) is then 
identical to that given by Poggio and Miller (1973) for a closed surface S, and since 
I A + _ 







it is also identical to that produced by application of the appropriate Stratton-Chu 
formula (Str:ltton, 1941) to the closed surface consisting of the two sides of S. For 
a nonmetallic surface, however, the line integral is in general nonzero. The 
Stratton-Chu formulas are no longer valid and to avoid the occurrence of a line 
integral it is necessary to use the representation (12). 
If S is a closed resistive shell, the Stratton-Chu formulas can be used to 
give the following expressions for the total field at a point! outside S: 
E(.!:) = E\!) + ~ ~ {ikZ(il' J\ H +)g + (fi'{I E +) " V'g + (a, . E +)'7' 'S} dS' 
S ' 




where the unit vector normal is directed into the space containing.!:. In contrast to 
(12) and (13), the surface integrals now involve the fields on one side of Salone, 
rather than their jump discontinuities across S. We recall, however, ttat(16) and 
(17) are obtained by application of the vector Green's theorem to the volume exterior 
to S containing the observation point. If, instead, we apply t1e theorem to the vol-
ume interior to S with the observation point still outside S, g will be regular through-
out the entire volume of integration, implying 
o = ~~ {iltZ(fi, "H-)g+(fi'J\E-)" V"g+ (fi, .E-)V"g }dS' 
s . 




By choosing.!: the same as in eqs. (16) and (17). subtraction oi (12) from (16) gives 
E<.!) = E i<.!) + ~ ~ {ikZ(a, II [g])g + d~' " [gJ) "V"g + (fi" [gJ)V"g} dS' 
S 
+ + -
where ~] '" E -E and 00 = H -H Similarly 
52 














i (' ( r 'r",l 'f<I1 'ru} H(!) ~ H (!) + J j tikY(n' A & 19 + (n' II ilIJ ) " \J'g + (n'· L!!J) v'g dS' 
S 
and when the boundary conditions(:3), (4) and the relation (15) are use.:!, we have 




The above results cc'uld also have been obtained using a Hertz vector repre-
sentation of the scattered field, and are identical to those for an open resistive sheet 
when the line integral contribution to the electric field is igncred. More to the point, 
when the steps leading from (12) to (14) are reversed and applied to (20), eq. (12) 
for an open sheet is recovered, thereby validat~ this integral representation for 
both open and closed resistive sheets. 
For a closed shell either (12) or (20) can be used to generate an integral 
equation for .<!' but the two equations are significantly different. On selecting the 
tangential components of (20) and then allowing the observation point to lie on either 
side of S, we have 
~jrn J(r')g - 1. (\7' 'J)fi,..V"g}dS' ~-- 2 s-k (22) 
S 
and since 
the more singular term in the integrand contains only tangential derivations of the 
kernel at the self point !' = !. It follows that the integral in (22) is continuous as 
! approaches S, allowing us to apply the limit directly to the integrand, and impo-








































































for ! on S. This is a valid integral equation whose only disadvantage is the occur-
rence of surface derh'atives of J. 
This difficulty can be overcome if we use the integral representation (12). 
On paralleling the steps leading from (20 to (22), we have 
and because of the higher order, non-integrable singularity of the integrand at the 
self point, it is no longer possible to apply the limit directly to the integrand. Since 
the contribution of the' self cell' tends to infinity as the cell size tends to zero, even 
the limit shown in (24) does not exist, and though (24) differs from (22) only through 
an integration by parts applied to the second term in the integrand, it does 00 t con-
stitute an analytically valid integral equation. Nevertheless, it can be used as the 
basis of a numerical solution provided the segmenbtion of the integral which is 
inherent in such a method is performed prior to the limiting operation, with the 
segment size remaining non-zero. The resulting equa'don is in some respects 
preferable to (22) and has been found more convenient for our present purposes. 
A-3 Scattering .!?l ~ Cylindrical Resistive Shell 
We now turn to the problem of a closed cylindrical shell illuminated by a 
plane wave at oblique incidence, and consider the form which the above integral 
equations take in this particular case. 
Since the shell is independent of the z coordinate, the entire dependence on 
z is that produced by the incident field. lf, therefore, 
= Ei(p) exp(ik z), 
- - z 
54 
Hi(!) i() (ik) =Hpexp' z 




where r = £. + z~, the total fields Ldmit the same decoreposition and, in particular, 
J(r) = J(s) exp(ik z) (26) 
-- - z 
where s is the circumferential distance around the shell in the plane z = O. Thus 
~~ J(r')gdS' = -41 exp(ik z) 1 J(S')H(1)(K.d)ds' -- z - 0 . C 
where (now) 
and (27) ~ 2 2 K.- k-k 
z 
The remaining integration is with respect to the circumferential distance s around 
the (closed) perimeter of the shell in the plane z = O. Also 
V'.J '"' exp(ik Z,){-L J (s')+ik J (S')} 
• - z as' s z z 
and since 
\~ 1(£.') exp(ik z')V'g dB' = -41 exp(ik z) ) f(s')(V' - ik ~) H{l)(Kd) ds' J z z t z 0 
C 
where 'i7' is the two-dimensional (transverse) del operator in the plane z 
t 
eq. (23) becomes 
The g component is simply 
1 2 
YE (s) '" l"RJ (s) +!L 







. b. __ " 
whiclJ it:. ... coupled integral equation involving the longitudinal and circumferential 
components of the current. Likewise, from the ~ component of (28) we obtain the 
second coupled equation 
[
oJ ~ } 
- K2 ,,~ + Lit J (s') I (~.ci)H(ll)(Kd) ds'. 
k oS Z z .J 
(:;0 ) 
and though it is not in general possible to decouple (29) and (30), we can eliminate 
J from the integral portion of (30). Differentiating (29) with respect to s, we 
z 
have 
\ Jz{S')(~ oalHill(KdldS' = 
Jc 
4kY 2. lRJ (S)_Ei(S)} 
3 as l z z 
K 
and when this is substituted into (30), the integral equation becomes 
= yfRJ (s)-i k2z aO RJ (s)1 
L S K S z J 
\ 
aJ 1 k ,,~ (1) 1 6'" (1) +- lrJ(S')(S'S')H (Kd)---(s'd)H (Kd)ds' 4. S 0 K as' 1 
Jc 
which now involves J only as a pseudo excitation term. 
z 
<:31) 
Formally at least, thc corresponding equations resulting from (24) can be 
obtained from (20) and (30) by integrating by parts the terms involving oJ los'. 
z 
Equation (29) is then replaced by 
56 
YE!(s) = YRJz(s) +~: 5 {Jz(S')H~l)(K d) - i k: Js(s')(~' . a)Hil)(K d)] dS' (32) 
c 
and (30) by 
YEi(s) = YRJ (s) +~ 
s s 4 
K £im +-4kE~C 
ICk 
. z 
- 1 4k 
S Js(s');s' [<~.a)H~l)(Kd)} ds' (33) 
C 
The latter is meaningful only if the second integral on the right hand side is handled 
in the manner described earlier. With this proviso, however, (32) and (33) are 
adequate for a nUlnerical determination of the currents and we can, of course, elimi-
nate J (s') from the integral portion of (33) if we so desire. 
z 
The case considered now is that in which the plane wave is incident in a 
plane 'perpendicular to the z axis of the cylindrical shell. Tr 'n k
z 
= 0 im;Jlying 
IC = k, and (32) and (33) reduce to 
~ J (s')H( l)(kd\ds' z 0 I (34) 
c 
YE \s) = YRJ (s) + ~ 
s s 4 
(35) 
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which are two uncoupled integral equations for the longitudinal and transverse current 
components J (s) and J (s) respectively. 
z s 
If the incident field is E - polarized, i. e. 
~i = ~e-ik(xcoseo +ysine
o
) 
where eO is the angle of incidence with respect to the negative x axis (see Fig. A-l), 
only the compolient J (s) is excited and we shall refer to (34) as the E - polarized 
z 
equation. O~'le J (s) has been found, the scattered electric field in the far zone is 
z 
ES = ~ J 2 eKkp- 7i /4)p (e e ) 
- 11'"kp E'O 
where the complex scattering amplitude P E is given by 
kZ (36) 
- - 4 
with p = ~ cos e + y sin e 
and in terms of P, the two dimensional scattering cross section is 
(37) 
If, on the other hand, the incident field is H - polarized, i. e. 
Hi = ~e-ik(xcoseo +ysineO) 
the onlY component excited is J (s) and this can be obtained from the H - polarized 
s 




-7i/4)p (e e) 
H ' 0 
1\ ik"'· I 
n'J (s')e- P E. ds' 
s ' 
from which the H-polarized cross section can be found using (37). 
(38) 
Two quantities of particular interest are the total (integrated) scattering and 










and from the forward scattering theorem the absorption cross section is 
d. (J"A(80) = - (J"T(BO) - k Re. P(BO + IT,80). 
(39) 
(40) 
We remark that for a finite shell of length 2 (»;>c) each three dimensional cross 
section (J"(3) for incidence in a plane perpendicular to the length and computed on the 
assumption that the surface field is the same as for the infinite shell is related 
to the corresponding two dimensional cross section by 
(3) (J" 
where ;>c is the free space wavelength. 
A-4 Computer Programs 
The integral equations (34) and (35) are special cases of those solved by 
computer program RAMVS (Liepa et aI., 1974), and because of the availability 
of this general program we chose to concentrate on these equations rather than 
(41) 
the ones involving the derivatives of the currents. While seeking to refine RAMVS 
and to make it more efficient for a polygonal shell, we became aware of certain 
errors and/ or deficiencies in the program which are most apparent when the 
resistivity is small. These had not shown up in the testing and verification done 
earlier, and it proved quite time consuming to locate the errors and rectify them. 
We believe this has now been done. In addition, the program has been extended 
to compute the normalized two dimensional cross sections and to plot the normalized 
bistatic scattering cross section, where the normalization is with respect to the 
free space wavelcngth to make the quantities dimensionless. The two programs 
that resulted are designated RICE and RICH and are based on eqs. (34) and (35) 
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Both equations are solved by breaking up the integrals into N equal segments or 
cells within each of which the current is assumed constant, but because the kernels 
are infinite when the integration and observation points coincide, the self cells 
must be treated analytically. This is a rather trivial matter in the case of eq. (34) 
whose kernel has an integrable singularity. From the small argument expansion of the 
the Hankel function we have 
where l' = 0.577215 ... is Euler'S constant, and hence, for the self cell Li of width 
20. 
~ Jz(S')H~1)(kd)dS' ~ 2&1}s) [ 1 + !i (in ~o + 0.028798 ... J}. 
'b, 







and this is the equation used in program RICE. 
J (s) 
z 
The same reasoning applied to the first integral in (35) gives 
r Js(s')(S'S')H~l)(kd) dS'~2c5Js(s) [1 +~ (m :0 +0.028798 ... )} 
Li 
(42} 
but the second integral is more difficnlt to treat. When the self cell is excluded 
from the range of integration, the limiting operation can be applied to the integrand 
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~ Js(s'l ;S. [(S·alHi1l(kdl} ds' = L: 
C-A j=l 
jfi 
where the subscripts j a!ld i denote the integration and observation points respec-
tively. To evaluate the self cell contribution we first use the fact that 
a~' [(s.alHi1l(kdl} = k [(£J. .. aHu.cJ.) - (SI.aHS.'~!)} Ff~)'(kdl 
- k(n •. aHn.alH~ll(kd) 
with the prime attached to the Hankel function denoting differentiation to express the 
contribution as 
where I = k j [(Ji .. aHn.al - (s .. a){s.al] Hi1l'<kdldS'. 
A 
For a locally plane element with the observation point a small distance y above 
its midpoint, 
6 
I = 2k ~ 
o 
and on inserting the small argument expansion of the Hankel function, we have 
I ~4i6 1 
1fk 2 62 Y + 
+ k 
62 
[ 2i' [k ~ ] 1) } 1 + ;lfu 2jY +t +1'+2 dt 
, 
.. , 




2' ( 20 ko [1+ / .i!n"i +0.528798 ... )} 
the first term of which becomes infinite as the cell size tends to zero. Equation (35) 
now has the form 
i YE (s) = 
s 






whoiSe solution is computed by program RICH. 
Of the two programs it is evident that RICH is the more complicated, and 
to obtain a feeling for the rapidity of convergence as a function of the cell size, 
(43) 
the program was run for edge-on incidence ona hexagonal shell 311 on the side at a 
wavelength 2.611. The normalised resistivity employed was 
YR = 0.03876 + i9.10650 
corresponding to a shell O. III thick and the refractive index 
n = 1. 206 + iD. 00080 
for ica at 2.611 quoted by Irvine and Pollack (1968). The results of decreasing the 
total number N of cells from 72 down to 24 are listed in Table A-I, and we observe 























TABLE A -1: Effect of Cell Size 
time used a{ eo. eo) /~ a{7T+e e)/>" ey80 )/:t a A (80 )/>.. (sec. ) O· 0 (dB) (dB) 
10.911 -44.33 -6.45 0.02229 0.00158 
6.645 -44.70 0.45 0.02230 0.00157 
3.768 -44.48 -6.45 0.02233 0.00155 
1. 948 -44.04 -6.46 0.02241 0.00153 
1. 332 -43.63 -6.46 0.02250 0.00151 
0.895 -42.91 -6.46 0.02272 0.00149 
~.;,:.~~;.;:,~::,.;,.;.::..:,~-~~ . .;.:,..:.:.;.~~~ ... ...:.~;.::.:.~"':;':;:;""-',;'';''':,~;,j,~:...--:...:.:.:...;,;..~::;;,.:-...:.:.:.:.:-.,;,; .. ::.:.-:~.:.. ::;':"-:':':-:';'::'::":;;"':~--:'~~~:"':":~.-~':-'-~-:'~'-:'::::":~-.. -.-.. --.~~:':~-~~:.::,:-:: ... :.,,"';.'.::"':;"-,,":":':":;-~-.~' .:~~:,~-~ . .:.........:.:.:.......,.;,:",.;~..::.~,:.:::..:.. • .:.'..:-....--.:.:..-.-.. --~..:.--.-::..::......:.:..>..:-.",,:,:':';:.:....~ 
, . 
, ." 
N. as isthe forward scattering cross section, but the backscattering changes 
. noticeably on decreasing tne sampling rate below {about} 9 cells per wavelength. 
In running the program we have therefore used 9 or more cells per wavelength 
whenever possible consistent with the maximum. of N = 100 allowed by the matrix 
inversion routine used. 
Listings of the two programs follow. 
C ClIRn 1 FnRMAT (lRA4l TITLE CtlRI1: liSE UP TO 72 cnUHM'IS 
C 

































THIS l·lTLL PF THF LIIST Rim FnR THI S nllTII SFT 
THERF ARF MnRE naTA Tn ~E RFaf1 AFTFR THIS SET 
cnMP11TFS RISTATTC "CIITTFRI"r, PUTTF«~I 
C[1I4PIlTFS R~CKSr;ATTFR {t-lr, PATTERN 
A cnr,lPLFX FACTnR ~~~ILTTPLYIMr:; ALL ELF!"'H'T 
I.A II F LE~lhTH 
INITIAL scaTTFRING IINO I~Clf1FNCE ANGLE 
FPli\l_ hNhLF 
M'r:;IILhR PICR F'IENT 
FnRMAT (I2.~X.7F!O.~l 'I.Z.XA.YA.XR.YR.ANr:; 
~l NIJ~IRER nF SAl"PLI~'h DnplTS nM THIS SEGr.1ENT 
Z NnRMlILIz~n IMDFl1aNCE OF THF SEr,MENT 
XlI.YA.XR.YR SFr:;~FNT F"~DOI'ITS 
Mlr:; hNr,LF SIP,TE'II1Ef1 FlY THE SF:r,~IF.IT 
ZERn It,1 cnL < SHilTS OFF 
REAf1INr, OF SFr:;MFNTS 
FnRMAT (I2.13.FIO.5l MnRF.KnnE.ZF6C.FIRST.LAST.INK 
THIS eARO IS IISI:I") n~ILY IF, 

































































-J,., . ___ . __ .. c_. 
- CnMPLFX*R AIIOn.lOl).PHIllOO),~INKllOO),ZS(lOI 
CnMPLFX*R OFL.SlIl~.ZFAC 
RFAL*4 LAST. I >JK 
REA 1.*4 X (·ZOO ) • Y I 200 ) • XN ( 200 ) ,Y~I( 200) • S ( 200) • OSP ( 10) • ASIHH 3 iiI) , RSIIl'l( 3n 1 ) 
II\1TF.GFR*4 Inl lR). LlH·JP I 2001. TPnL<? I. LVI 100 ).Mf-l( 100) 
OlI.TA MH/IOOI 
cn~IMnN'lPIFSI PI.TP-I. pIT. PIPI, YZ.RED,OIr, 
nATA IPnL I'FFFE', 'HHHH'I 
nATA IPP/ll 
c ••••• RFlIO HIPIIT Ot.Tl> LIND GF~JERATF RnDY PRnFILE 
5 REAn 1').100} In 




101 FnRMATI' LAMROA='.F5.Z.' MICRnNs') 
199 FnRMATI1x,3Fln.'5,I~) 
I lo/H I CH=l 
IFIRElILIZFAC).Fc.o.ANn.AIMA~IZFAC).EP.O.) 
&ZFlIC=ll.F-2n.l.i-zn) 
I·/R ITF 1 n.150) In 
lJRITF. 1 n.30n} 
CALL r.;HII·\ I Lllt·'P. X, Y, XN, YfJ, S, nsc, zs ,M I 
MT=M/? 
LL=LlJ/·lp I ~4) 
20 IFIKnnE.NE.O} r.;n Tn 25 
~IT NC=1 
~jRIT=l+IFIXI ILt\ST-FIRSTlII~IK) 
r;n Tn 30 
2'5 (\11'11 T=O 
NTNC=l+IFIXIILt.ST-FIRST)/INK) 
30 IOIR I TF. I n.l 'i0} In 
WRITE 16.400} IpnL(rpoJ.LL~MT.NI~C,NRIT,WlIVF.,ZF6C 
1-/RITE 16.4?'5} FIRST 
.3R nn 35 1=1. LL 
1SII)=lS(II*Z=AC 
35 nSC(Il=nSC(I)/WAVF 
X K=TPI II./AVF 
C ••••• Cn1\ISTRIICT /';J1TRIX ELF1~FNTS 
I FIll-MICH. FI1.2} r.;n Tn 37 
CALL r,lTXU4.;·\H.XK..X. Y .XN.YI I,nsp, LlWP.ZS, t,) 
C ••••• CnMPlITF n-ICrf'lFNT FIFL!) A~ln fMI1ERT ~jATRIX 
37 TFTA=RFO*FIRST 
C T=GnS ( TET A) 
ST=SIN(TFTA) 
or) 60 I=2,M.2 
HnLO=-XI<* (CP,X II I+ST*Y ( I » 
nFL=CMPLX(CnSIHnLn},SIM(4nLn» 
60 PINK(I/Z)=flFL 
CALL FLIP(A,~iT.MH.L\f.M~I.PINK.PHI.IHHICH) OlUGlNAI,PA 






















C •••• • PRP,IT miT CIIRRf'NTS AND ELEMENT PROPFRTIES FOR FIRST ANGLE 
\·!R ITE (," 500) 
IT=O 
nn 1i5 I=2,M,2 
IT=IT+l 
AMP",CARS( PHI (IT) 1 
PHil S E: = D I r:;* /IT A r-J 2 ( A I 1'1 II r; ( PHI ( IT) ) , R FilL ( PH t ( IT ) ) ) 
I SFr;= LI IMP ( I ) 
65 WRITE (6,250) tT,ISFr;,X(I),Y(I),SCt),nSO(ISEr;l,ZS((SEG),AMP,PHASE 
C ••••• nnPE nliT THF APPRnPRIATE FrELn FACTORS 
THF=FIRST-I~IK 
K=O 
IF (KnnE.Eo.l) Gn Tn 70 
WRITE (6.800) FIRST 
Gn Tn 75 
70 ~IRITE (6,600) 
75 THF=THF+INK 
IF C THF.r;T .LIIST) r:;n Tn 105 
IF (THE.EO.FIRST) r;n ~n R5 
C ••••• IN THF FnLLnWjNG Lnop. PINK IS NnT NECESSARILY THE INCInENT FIELD 
TET/\=RFn*THF 
C T=CflS ( TFT A) 
ST=SIM(TFTAl 
nn 1'.0 J=2,M.2 
HnLn=-XK>:' (CTt" x C ,I) +ST*Y C ,I) ) 
DEL=CMPLX(CnSCHnLn).SINCHnLO») 
RO Pj~IK(.1/2)=nFL 
IF (KnnF.Eo.O) r;n Tn 1'.'5 
CALL FLIP(A,MT,MH.LV,MM.PINK,PHI,2) 
R'5 SII~I=CMPLxco.o.n.o) 
C ••••• Ann lIP THE CIIRR f'~ITS 





Sill'll =/\ HI AG C SliM) 
SliM SQ =S 11I·1Rt" SliM R+ SliM I t.' Sll~\ I 
SCAT=10.*ALflGlO( SliMS.) )+1.9612 
K=K+1 
ASIIM (K ) =SUMSO 
RSW·l( K )=REIIL C Sill·') 
PH A SE=[) I r;,~ A T ,\N? C S IIt·q • S11~1R ) 
WRITE(6.Q01) THE.SCAT.PHASF 
WRITE(7,QOO) THE,SCAT,PHASE 
GO Tn 75 
105 flIFF=LAST-FIRST 
IF(DIFF .NF. lRD.O .ANn. nIFF .NE. 360.0) GO TO 205 
InDn=MnnCK,2) 
IF(DIFF .EO. 360.0 .AND. InnD .NE. 1) GO TO 205 
IF([)IFF .En. lRO.O) FIIC=7.0 
IFCDIFF .EO. 360.0) FAC=1.0 
67 
• 

















































'( L.. . l 
C*** SIMPSnN INTEGRATInN nF CRnSSFCTlnNS 
KLAST=K 
IF(inon .EO. 0) KLAST=KLAST-3 
SIGT=ASIII-1( 1 )+ASIH·1( KLASTJ 
SIG=O.O 
on 203 I=2.KLAST.2 




nn 210 I=3.KlAST.2 
210 SIr,=S IG+ASII~1( Il 
SIGT=SIr;T+2.0*SIG 
SIGT=SIGT*INK/3.0 
IF(Inoo .EO. 0) SIr;T=SIGT+3./R.*INK* 
&(ASIlf4(K-3)+ASIII·1( K)+3.*( ASII~\( K-2 )+ASIIM(K-l») 
SIr;T=SIr;T*F~C*REn/4. 
c*** ENO SIMPsnN JNTFGRATInN 
KF=K 
IF(FAC .Fo. 1) KF=(K+l)/2 
SIGF=-RSIIM(KF) 
SIr,A=-S IGT+5 IGF 
IF(KnnF) 220.2?0.240 
220 SIr;ToR=lO.O*ALnr;lO(SIr;T) 
IF(SIr;A .IF. 0.0) r;n Tn 225 
SIGAOS=lO.O*AlnGIO(SrGA) 
r;n Tn 230 
225 WRITE(A.R25) SrGT.SIGA.SIr;F 
WRITE(7.R25) SIGT.SIGA.SIGF 




Gn Tn 20'5 
240 SIr;ToR=10.0*alnGI0(SIr;T) 
WRITE(n.K75) SrGT.srr;TnR 
825 FnRI-IAT( III. <;X,40H*FnIIL* NFr;I\TIIIE ARsnRPTInN CRnSSECrrGliJ.II, 
&15X.5HSIGT=.FR.5.5X.5HSrGA=,FR.5.5X.5HSlr;F=.FR.5) 
R50 FnRMAT(III.l<;X,5HSIGT=.FR.5.FR.2.3H OR.5x.5HSIGA=,FR.5.F8.2, 
&3H OR) 
R51 FnRMAT(III.15X.'SIGNA(T)/LAMROA=',FR.5.FR.2.' rR',5X. 
&'SIGMA(I'I)/lAMROA='.FR.5.FR.2.' OR') 
875 FnRMAT(III,I'5X.7HSIGAVE=.FR.<;,FR.2.3H OR) 
20'5 IF (MnRF.EO.O) r;n Tn 5 
on 103 I=I.Ll 


























































REAO 15.2001 MnRF..KnOE.ZFAC.WAVE.FIRST.LAST.INK 

















300 FnR~\AT (10HOSFr. '!lII.l.llX.2t..HFNf"lpnHITS nF THF SEr:;MHIT.19l(. 
1: 1IlHSF.r;f.lE~IT P ~Q ~ ,\IETFR S 111H "I H-' CE LL S, 6X. 2HX to, RX. 2HY A, IlX. 2:';X B. ax. 
f.2HYfl, f,X.24HM.Ir.LF RAOIIIS LENr.TH.4X,14HRF.-Z rr~-zlJ 
400 FnRMAT (113IX.14HKFY PAQAMETERSII 
f, lliX. 21H piC I nl=NT pnLAR I 71111 nN .<'2)(..11111 
f,l AX. 23H;.IIIi,IRFR nF SI=r,','Er"TS IISFn. I? 11 
1:1f,x.3,HTnTAL ~nll,IRER flF CFLLS n~J THF finnY. 1111 
f,1f,X,3'iHiJiItIRFR flF P.ICIfll=~IT FIFLJl nI'lFCTlr~.Is.r91 
f,1f,X,2"H~,'"r'IRFR OF RISTATIC nlRFCT'InNS,Il51 
1:1AX,1 Al-I!,-IPEn,v·ICF FATnR..Flf,.S.' .' .FIO.5) 
475 FnRMAT (//11.3,;X.IR:.;Sll'lFACE FIFLn nAT/I/.?7X, 
&2QHFOR r~'CII1FMT FY;:'Lil nJRFCTIClf'=.F7.?l 
SOO FOA~AT (11Hn ,I SFG.4X.4HXII).6X.4HY(II.f,X.4HSII).5X,AHnSQ(r). 
f,4X. '<'H::>.S ( I) • l.X. AHXS ( I) .4X. f,HMnn (.Il .4;:. 6H<lRr. ( .J 1/) 
60Q FnAt.lAT (lHl.?7X.?R;"'1AC'<SCATTFR.P'(:; CRnss S;:CTI(l~11/23X, 
g3AHTHFTA SIr.M'\/'-Il~:RnA.nR PHA:;F,n;:(:;) 
ROO FnR~AT (lHl.23X.13HRI:;TATIC SCATTFRTNr:; CRnss SFCTION/23X. 
f.29HFOR JNCrnFNT FreLn nTR~CTInN=.F7.21/?'Y. 
f.3AHTHFTA SIr.MA/LANRnA.llfl PHIlSF.nEr.l 
9QO FflRMAT (15X.Fl'.2.E14.2.FlA.ll 
901 FnANAT (15X,F13.2.F14.2.F15.1l 
F~'n 
SLJRRn'ITrNE l'lTX(I.1.r'IH.XK.X.Y.XM,y~"nSC.Llrr4p,zs,A) 
RICE vERSInN, =-pnLA~IZATION 
P. FA L *4, X ( 11 • Y I 11 .' ( 11 • n.l Ill. OS iJ I 1) 
INT;:GFR*l, '_lltiP(l; 
r.mlPlFX"'1l l\(r·;H.l}.ZSll).HZ.!'lllt,~ 
cnMMoN /PIES/ PI,TPI. PIT, PIPI, 
IH=O 
nn 10 1=2.14.2 
IH=IH+l 
XI=X( I} 
VI=Y( I I 
JH=Q 
on 10 .1=2,1'1,;:> 
JH=JH+l 
IS Fr,=L! 1t,1 p ( ,I ) 
ns=oSC( ISEGI 

















































C II L L H I\~IK Z 1 ( RK • fl • HZ. nllt-1) 
AIIH,.IH)=PIToH7*nS 
r:n Tn 10 








THIS VERSInN RFllns ANn GF~IF:TATES SEGI"P'TS IN CntJ~ITER-CLOCK~IISE DIRECTIO~I. 
THF. SIJRF£\CF MIIST RF. CLnSFn. 
POI"'TS ARE GENFRFTFn liT THF: START A"'O MIDpnI~TS nF EACH CFLL; 
THE START pnIMT nF THF FIRST CFLL EVENTIIALLY C(1PJCIDES 
WITH THE ENn pnT"T nF THF LAST CELL. 
cnMPLFX*R ZS(1)~7 
RFAL04 X(l).Y(IJ.xr,I{I).Y~I(I).S(l).[)SO(I) 
T "'TFGt'R':'L.. LI ,j·1P ( 11 
COMMnN IPIESI PI,TPI. PIT. ~IPI. YZ.REn.nIr:; 
1=0 
L=O 
C ••••• Rr:An P'PIIT PARMIFTFRS liNn PRI=Pl\RE Tn r:FNFRATE SAMPL!~'C; POINTS 
10 RFAn (5.200) P',Z.XA.YA.XR.y~,ANr: 







IF (AMG.FO.O.O) r:;n Tn 20 
T=fl. 5~'R 1=1")':' III'! r: 
TR X= TX + Ty,:,cnT HI ( T ) 
TRY=TY-Tx,:,cnT liN ( T 1 




r:n Tn ,0 
20 RAn=9QQ.9Q9 
ARC=O 
nsf.) (Ll =n!tJ 
c ••••• STlIRT GFNERATING 
30 nss=o. 
OS=OSO(L)/2. 


































LlH~P (I J =L 





YI[1=YA+0.5*CTAX*SINr.J+TRY*Cl.0-C n SCll 
XN(IJ=+0.5*CTRx*cnsn+TRY*~TMnl/RAn 
YN(Il= O.5*CTRX*~INO-TRY*cnSC1/RAn 
r;n Tn 50 










300 FORMATCI3,IA,4X.4FIO.5.F7.2. 4 Fln.5} 
RFTIIR~I . 
ENn 
SIIRR(1IITI~:E HAMV,Z! C ".~I.HZI=Rn.HnME 1 
I 
c ••••• HM,IKEL FI!'!CTlnItS A~F nF FIRST KIMn--J+IY 
c..... ~I=n RFTIIQ~,1S HiFp.n 
c.... . .'1=1 R f: T! !iH' S H[:!I'::: 
c..... M=;;> RI=T!IP.~'S H7FRO AMn Hn~IF 
c ••••• sIIR~nIlTI"f' RFnllJRFS R>f) 
,c ••••• SIIR"(1IITI~iE IInA"1 ','liST RF SIiPPLIFn RY IISFR 
D!MENSlrJ~1 a(1).A(71.CC7},nC71,F(71.F(71.r.(71.H(71 
cnr4p L '" X HZ F q n. Hn~1 c: , 
!lATA A.R.C.n.F.F.r..H/l.o.-2.7 4 Qqq q7.1.7ASA?nA.-O.31A3AAA. 
&0.044447q.-n.nn30444.0.00021.0.3A74~AQ1.o.AnS5q3Ah,-f).7435 n3R4. 
GD.253nnl17,-n.04?fl?14.n.nnL27Q1A.-n.onn24R4A.0.5,-O.5A24 99R5. 
&n.210Q3~73.-n.0~o54?~q.n.n044331o,-n.nn0317~1.-n.oooo110 Q , 







IF (R.LF.O.O) ~n Tn sn 
IF (N.LT.O.nR.M.r.T.Z) Gn Tn 50 
IF !R.GT.3.01 r;n Tn 20 
X=R*R/9.0 




HZFRn=CMPL x (R.I. flY) 





' j , 
I 























































IF (N.Fn.ll ~n Tn 30 
GALL AnM4(F,X,Yl 






IF (N.FO.O) RETIIRN 








50 I~RITE( A.901 ~I.R 






nn 10 T=I,5 





CnMP LF. x A I ~1 1.1) • x 11) • Y 11), n. R I ~A. HnLn 
nIMENSInN LII),MI11 
IF IIAT.GT.l) r.n Tn 150 
n=CMPLXl1.0,O.0) 
nn RO K=I.N 
LI K )=K 
MIK)=K 
RIGA=A(K.K) 
nn 20 J=K,N 
nn 20 I=K. ~J 
10 IF (CARS(SIGA).GE.CARS(AII,J») Gn TO 20 
RIGA=A(I,J) 
l( K I =I 
M ( K ) = ,J KJR1GllfAL 
























































































J =L( K ) 
I 
J 
IF (J.LE.K) Gn Tn 35 
nn 30 1=I,N 
HnLO=-A(K,I) 
A(K.I )=A( J.T 1 
A(J,I)=HnLO 
I =~~ (K ) 
IF (I.LF.K) Gn Tn 4? 
nn 40 ,1=I,JIl 
HnLO=-A ( .J, K 1 
A(J.K )=A( .J. J) 
A( J.I )=HIlLI) 
IF (CABS(RIGA).JIlE.O.O) Gn Tn so 
n=CMPLx(o.o.n.o) 
RETIIRM 
nn 55 1= 1, N 
IF (I.FO.K) Gn Tn S5 
A ( I • K ) =- A ( I • K ) ! RIG A 
CnNTI JIlIiF 
nn 65 J = 1, ~I 
nn 65 .1=1,~.1 
IF (I.Eo.K.nR.J.FI).K) Gn Tn 65 
A{J.J)=A(I.K)*A(K.J)+A(J.J) 
CnNTlNllF 
on 75 .1=1,~1 
IF (J.Fo.Kl Gn Tn 75 
A(K.J)=A(K,.I)!RIGA 
cn~ITIf"IIF 




IF (K.I_F.O) Gn Tn 150 
I",UK) 
IF (I.I_F.K) Gn Tn 120 
nn 110 .J=1,N 
HnLn=A( ,I.K) 
A ( .J. K ) =- A ( J.T ) 
1I(.J.I)=HnLO 
,1=t~(K) 
IF (J.LF.K) Gn Tn 11)0 
nn 130 I = 1 , ~I 
HOLI)=A( K. I) 
A ( K.r ) =- A ( ,I,I ) 
A(J,I)=HnLO 
Gn Tn 100 
nn 200 J=I.N 
Y(I)=CMPLX(O.O,o.O) 
nn 200 J=l,N 



























































J , ,~, 1 
c**********************************************************************c 
-c INPUT FIJRMAT FOR PRnr,KAM RICH SFPT, 197'5 G 
C***************************************************~******************c 
G CARn 1 FnRMAT IIRA4) TITLF CARO: IISF liP TO 72 COLU~lNS 
r. 































I ~IK . 
Ir2,I3,5FI0.5) MnR~,KnnE.ZFAc,I.AVE,FIRST,LAST,rNK 
THIS I.ILL RF THF LAST RIIN FnR THIS OATA SFT 
THERF ARE MnRE nATA Tn RF REAO AFTFR THIS SET 
cn~IPIiTES RrSTATlG SCATTFRHIG PhTTER~J 
Gnr·IPIiTES RACK SCilTTFR I Nr, PATTERN 
A cn~lPLFX FACTOR MliL TIPL VING ALL ELFMHIT 
loJAVFLHIGTH 
INITIAL SCATTERING ANn INGIOENGE ANGLE 
FINAL A~IGLF 
ANGIILAR I ~IGR FMFI.lT 
FnRMAT I I2,5x,7FI0.5) '.Z.XA.YA,XR,YR.AtJr, 
~I NW1RER nF SA~IPLP"G pnINTS nM THIS SEGr4ENT 
Z NnRMALIZFn TUPFOANCE nF THF SFGMENT 
XA,YA.XR.YR SFGMENT ENopniNTS 
ANG ANGLE SIIf\TFI,IOFO RY THE SEr,r1ENT 
ZERn T~I cnL ? SHilTS nEE 
REAnING nF SFr,MFNTS 
FnRMAT (IZ,I3,FIO.5) MnRF,KnnE.ZFAC,FIRST,LAST,INK 
THIS CARn IS liSEn mlLY IF, 







































RFAL'~4 I.t\ST. T~IK 
R FA L~'4 X I 2 on ) • Y I 700 ) • X~, ( ;> 00 ) • Y ~1( 200 ) • S I 2(0) , n SO I 10 ) • 1'.51 1M ( 3 hi) , R SliM I 3A 1 ) 
I~ITFGFR~'4 IO(lR).L1Jr1PI2r)O).iP[1L(2),L\lllOO),MMI100) 
OATh t4H/l00/ 
GnMMnN /PIF~/ Pi.TPI. PIT, PIPI, Y7,REO.OIG 
nATA TPnL /'FE"'F'. 'I-lHHH'/ 
OATA rpP/21 
C ••• •• RFlln T~IPIIT nllTA ANO r,F~IERATF RnOY PRnFItF 
5 REAn (5,100) In 
RFAn (~.?OO) Mn~F.KnnF.ZFAc,WA\lF.FIRST,LAST,INK 
1.IRITEI7,100) Tn 
I.IR I TE (7.10 1) 1·'I\\lF 
WRTTFI7.19Q) FTqST.LAST,rNK.IPP 











ORIGlNAL PAGE IS 








































I I J .I 
20 TF (KnnF.N>-.0) r-n Tn ?~ 
NTNC=l 
~IRIT=l+IFIX( (L~ST-FIRST)/I~IK) 
r;n Tn 30 
75 ~IR I T=O 
NINC=I+IFIX«LAST-FIRSTI/INKI 
30 ~IRITE (A.l501 If) 
WRITE (1,.400) IPOL(IPPI.LL.MT,NINC,NR!T.W~VE,lFAC 
WRITE (A.42~1 FIRST 
3Po nn 35 l=l,LL 
ZS( !I=ZS( Il-"ZF~C 
35 OSD(!I=OSOIII/wavF 
- XK=TPI/J.JaVF . 
C •••• • CONSTRIIGT ~~&TRIX FLHIFNTS 
IF(IWHICH.Fn.~1 r;n Tn 37 
C~LJ. t'ITX(tl.tAH.XK.X.Y.XN,Y~I,nSt)'LlIMP,i'S,AI 
c ..... CnMPIITF INc]nEHT FIELO /INn I~'\lERT t~ATRIX 
37 TfTA=RFO*FT~ST 
C T=cns ( TFT /I I 
ST=SI~I (TFTA I 





C ••••• PR un nliT CIIRRFMTS Min FLH1FMT PRnPFRTIFS FnR FIRST ANr;lF 
I.IR I TE ([,,500 I 
I T=O • 
nn A5 I=7.r,I.2 
IT=IT+! 
AMP=C fiRS ( PH I ( IT I I 
PH A S E=n I r;-., A T MI? ( A PI ~ r; ( PHI ( IT I ) • R I" Il l ( PHI ( IT ) ) ) 
ISFr;=LlI~lp( II 
[,5 IJRITE ([,.2')0) IT. ISFr;. x (I I .V( I I ,Sf I). f)SO( ISEr;), lSI ISFG) ,M-'P,PHASF 
c ..... nnpE' nliT THF APPRnPRIATF FIFUl FACTnRS 
THF=FIRST-INJ< 
K=O 
IF (KnnE.ED.I) Gn Tn 70 
I.IRITE (A,8001 FIRST 
r;n Tn 7~ 
70 I.IR I TI: (A, 600 ) 
75 THF=THF-'- I NK 
TF (THF.r;T.L~STI r;n Tn lO~ 
IF (THE. Ell. 1"1 RST) Gn Tn AI) 
C ••••• IN THE FnLlnt.JING lnllP, PItIK IS ~lnT h1ECESSARIlY THE !~JC!()ENT FIEll) 
TETA=RFn~'THE 
C T=CnS I TFT III 
ST=SIN( TFTA I 
on PoD .J=?,~I.? 





































,~. 1 1 
i 







IF (KnnF.ED.O) r.n Tn R, 
CALL FLIP(A.MT.MH,LU,MM,PINK.PHT,2) 
R5 SIJ~'=C~1Plx(o.o,n.o) 
C •••• • Ani:> UP THE CIIRRFNTS 
nn '15 .J=?,M.Z 
,I T=.J 12 
9, SIJ~'=SW·1+PHI( JT)~'PINK(.lT)*nSO(lIlt~P{.J) 
SllMR=RFAL (SII/·') 
SliM I = A H1 ~ G ( S 1114 ) 
StJt~ Sr:l=S I Jl4R* SII~1R+ S 111·1 T'" 51 J~I I 
SCA T=1 O.*Al.nr.l 0 (511f.150) +1. '1(, 12 
K=K+1 
ASIIM( K )=SlIt·1SD 
RStJr·\(J< )=RE,ll( SJlf4) 
PHASE=nlr;':'IITA~12{ <;1l~1[ .SIIMR) 
WRITE(A,qOl) THF,SCAT,PHASF 
WRITE(7,QOO) THE,SCAT,PHASF 
r;n Tn 7, 
105 nIFF=lAST-FIRST 
[F{nIFF .NF. 1RO.0 .ANn" nIFF .NE. 3('0.0) Gn T~ 205 
Inn n=Mnn ( J< , 2 ) 
IF(nIFF .En. 3~n.0 .lINn. Innn .NE. 1) Gn Tn 205 
IF{nIFF .EO. IRD.O) FAC=2.0 
IF(nIFF .ED. 1An.D) FIIC=l.O 
c*** SIMPsnN INTFr;RATlnN nF CRnSSECTInNS 
KLAST=K 
TF{Inno .ED. 01 KlAST=KlAST-3 
srr;T=ASIJM(1J·\!;IIM(KlIlST) 
S1r;=0.0 
nn 201 I=2,KLAST,2 




nn 210 I=3,KLAST,2 
210 SIG=srr,+ASIIN( I) 
SI r,T=S I r,T +2. MS Ir; 
S I GT=S I r;T':' [I,IK/3. 0 
IFlrnnn .EO. Dl Srr;T=SIr;T+1./R.*INK* 
f. ( ASLIM ( K-3) +lI SIIH ( K 1 + 3. * ( lISIJr·I(,K-2 ) + AS 11M { K -1 ) » 
SIr, T=S I r;T::'FAC* RFIl /4. 
C*** FNn SIMPsnN INTFr,RlITInN 
KF=K 
IFIFAC .FO. II KF=rK+l)/2 
SrGF=-RSJlf·1( KF) 
SIGA=-SIGHSlr,F 
IF(KnnF) 220,220,240 O~ 
220S r GTDR=lD. 0':' A Lncao (SIGT) O.,f}?"QJ>. 
IFI SI(.;A .LF. 0.0) r,n Tn 225 .p~k;4,. 
SrGAOR=lo.O*hLnGIO( SIGA) 'V-<i>"'<t . p . 







































225 ~RI"E(6.A25) SIGT.SI~A,SI~F 
WRITEli.A25) SI~T,SI~A,SI~F 




Gn Tn ?n'i 
240 SIGTOR=lO.O*ALnGIO(STGT) 
WRITE(A,A75) SIGT,SIGTOR 
A25 FnRMAT(!II,'iX,l,OH*Fnlll_* NFr.ATIIIE ARsnRPTlml CRnSSECTInN.II, 
&15X,5HSIGT=.FA.'i.'iX.'iHSIGA=,FR.5,5X,'iHSIGF=,FA.5) 
A50 FnRMAT(III,15X,5HSIGT=,FA.5,FH.2,3H nA,5X~5HSIGA=,F8.5.FA.? 
&3H OA) 
A51 FnRMAT(III,15X.'SIGMA(T1/LMIROll=',FH.5,FR.2,' nFp,5X. 
&'SIGMlI(A)/LAMROA=',FA.5,FR.2,' OP') 
AlS FnR~lIT(III,lSX,7HSI~aIlE=.FR.5.FR.2.3H nR)' 
205 IF (MnRF.Eo.O) Gn Tn " 
nn 10"'1 I=l.LL 













Gn Tn 20 
100 FnRMAT (IHA4: 
150 FnRI'lllT (lHl.lA1I41 
200 FnRMAT lT2,I3,~Fln.5) 
250 FnRMAT (?15.7FIO.5.FIO.3) 
300 FnRMAT llOHOSE~ ~1J;~I.l1X.21..HE~lnpnINTS nF THF SFGMENT,19X, 
&lRHSE~I'lE~IT P'\RIII4FTJ:'RSlllH MII~1 CELLS ,6X,2HXA.AX,?HYA,AX,2HXH,BX, 
f:2HYH.';X.?4HAMGlF RAOIIIS ll=~IGTH,l..X,14HRE-7 114-Z/) 
400 FnRMAT (1131X.14HKFY PARAMFTFRSII 
~16X.21HINcrnFNT pnLftRIZATlnN,2?X,lAll 
&lAX,23~r,IIHIAFR OF SJ:'Gr4F~ITS IISEn.I?ll 
f.lAX,3::lHTnTAL NIII·!f\FR OF r:eLl') nNTHF RnDVdl1/ 
f.lAX,35HNIlt.1RFR OF I~IClnF~IT FiFLD nTRECTIr1NS,rQI 
&16X.29HNIIIIRFR nF HTSTATIC OIRECTIn~IS, IlSI 
&16X,10HWAVFLFNGTH,F34.51 . 
&16X.IAHINPJ:'OANCF FATnR,FIA~5. I ,',Fln.5) 
425 FnR"'AT lI//I,3AX,lHHSI.IRFlICF'FIFLn OATA/.27X, 
&29HFOR r NCIDF1IIT FfFUl nIRFCTInN=, F7.?) 
son FnR~1AT (llHO I SEr.,4X,4HX(1),6X,4HYl I).6X,4HS( I),5X,6HOSfHt), 















































FnRMAT (IHI,27X,2RHRACKSCATTERING CRnss SECTlnN/123X, 
&3AHTHETA S[GMft/LAMRnA.nR PHASF.nFGl 
FnRMAT (IHl,?3X,33HRISTATIC SCATTFRING CRnss SECTInN/23X. 
&29HFnR INClnFNT FIFLn nIRFCTlnN=,F7.2//23X, 





RICH VERSInN, H-pnLARIZATInN 
REAL*4 X(1l.Y(1l.X~I(lJ.YN(11,nSO(11 .' 
INTEGER*4 LI)MP( 1 I 
CnMPLEX*R A (MH.l 1, ZS ( II ,HZ ,HIA ,HIR, [11 1M, HIRL, HZA, HZEl, HZBL 
cnMMnN IPIFS/ PI,TPI, PIT, PIPI, YZ,RFO,(lIG 
IH=O 
IL=O 
nn 10 I=2,M,2 
IH=IH+l 
XI=X( Il 
Y I =Y I I I 
X~ll =X~1( I I 
YNI=YN(II 
JH=O 
nn 25 .1=2,14,;> 
JH=JH+l 
1 SFG=LI)~IP (,)) 
[1s=nSO( ISEGI 





. Y.IA=Y( JAI 
XJR=X(,JRl 
Y JR=Y (.11'1) 
X~IJA=XN (JA1" 
Y~IJA=YN( .JA I 
·XN,JR=XN ( ,)B) 
YN,JR=YN ( ,111 I 
RX=XI-X( ,I) 
RY=YI-Y( ,J) 
R=SOR T ( RX*R X+R Y;~R Y ) 
snSP=xNI*XN(J)+YNI*YN(J) 
RK=R*XK 
CALL HANKZlI RK.O,HZ,ntIM) 
HZ =Hz>!'snsp 



























































HlR=S ns P~'HZ R 















Y.JR L=Y .JR 
HIRL=HIFI 
HZRL=HZR 
r;n Tn 25 






SIIRR(lIITP,IE r,EnM ( LIIMP ,x, Y. X~I. Y~'. S, nso, ZS, M J 
I 
I 
THIS IIERSTnN REAns A~ID r.FNETATFS SEr;.q=NTS IN cnlJNTER-CLOCK~IISE DIRECTIUN. 
THF SIIRF.ACF MIIST RF CLnSFn. 
POINTS ARF. r.Fi"F;RFTFO AT THE' START AND I4If)pnI~'TS nF Ef ,H CELL; 
TH,F START POI~IT nF THF FIRST CFLL EI/F.~HIIALLY cnHICIDE. 
WITH THE F.Mf) pnINT nF THF LAST CELL. 
CnMPLFX*R ZS(lJ.Z 
RFAL*4 X(IJ,Y(lJ.XNIl).YNllJ,S(lJ,nSf.l(IJ 
I ~ITFGFR':'4 LWIfP ( 1 ) 
cnMMnN fPIES/ PI.TPI, PIT, PIP!, YZ,RFn,nIG 
1=0 
L=O 
C ...... REAn IJ\:PIIT PARAMETF.RS ANn PRFPARE TO GF.NERATE SMWLIMG POHITS 
10 REAf) 15,200) N,Z,XA,YA.XR.YR.ANr, 







IF (ANr,.FC.O.OJ r.n Tn 20 
T=O. 5*R F.f)>!' ANG 
79 
ORIGINAG PAGE 1B 
























I i ~ 
t L_ 
'" .". 
. TRX=TX+Ty"cnT 6~1( Tl 
TRY=TY-TX*CnTAN(TI 




Gn Tn 30 
20 RAfl=9 qq .999 
AR C=O 
flSiJ(CI=n/N 
C ••••• SThRT ~ENEqI\T!~G 
30 DSS=O. 
ns=nSiJ ( L I 12. 





LlH4P (I I =t 
IF (ANG.FO.O.OI ~n Tn 40 
ARG=J*6LF 
SI~liJ=S PI( ARG I 
cnSiJ=cnSCARGI 
XIII=XA-O.'5*CTRX*CI.n-c n SCI-TRY*STNiJl 
YI!I=Y6+0.'5*ITAX*STMn+TRV*ll.0-C n SOII 
XNI!I=+0.5*CTRx*cnsn+TRV*SI NiJ l/RAn 
VNIII= O.5.[TRx*srNO-T~y*cnSOI/RAn 
Gn Tn '50 
40 kITI=X6-0.'5*.I*TX/N 
YI I I=YII-n.5*.I*TY/~1 
X~I( I l=-TY/I) 
Y~ll I I = run 
50 C(lHTIMI1F 
\no WRITEI~.300IL.M.XA.YII.XR.YR.AMG.RAI).ARC.Z 




300 FnRI.,ATI 13.I~.4X.4FIO.'5.F7.2.4FIO.51 
R FTIJR~I 
F~1fl 
SliRRilllTI~IE HA~IK7.1 I R ,N.HZFRn,HONE I 
C ••••• Hl\~IKEL FWlcnnNS ,\RE ilF FIRST KP.Ifl--J+IY 
C..... N-O RFTI1RNS H7.ERn 
C.... .~I=1 RETIJR~.1S HnNF. 
C..... ~1=i2 RFTIIRNS HZERn ANO Hn~IF 
C •••• • SI1BRnIiTI NE REOII IR FS R>O 
C ••• •• StlRRnliTI~IE AnAM /""ST F>F SIIPPLIFn BY IISFR 
80 
• 
















































f.-O. 000039 5 t ,. O. OO~ A2'i 73 ,-0 .000~412'i .-0.00029333, O. 00': 13~5 R. 
~0.797R~456.0.0ronnl?A.0.016~9667,0.00017105.-n.00249511, 
~0.00113A~3.-0.1 nO?0033,-2.3~619449.0.12499612.0.0000~65, 
f.-0.00637R79.0.00n7 4 34 R.0.00n79R24,-0.000291661 
IF (R.LF.O.OJ r.n Tn 50 
IF (N.lT.0.nR.N.r.T.2J r,n Tn 50 
IF (R.r.T.3.0) Gn Tn 2n 
X=R*R/9.n 
IF (N.FO.l) r.n Tn 10 
CALL aOAM(A.X.RJJ 
CALL AOM\( R.X.Y) 
RY=0.A36619R*ALn~(0.5*RJ*RJ+Y 
HZ F R n =c M P L X ( R.I. R Y ) 
IF (N.Fn.o) RETIIRN 
CALL aOa'I(C,X.Y) 
RJ=R*Y 











RY=FnnL~'S F' (T 1 
HZFRn=CMPLX(RJ.RY) 









"'!RITF (6.90) ~I.R 
FnRM,IT(32H05ICK nATA IN HANKZ1 
CALL SYSTE~I 
FNn 
Sllf\ROIJTINE AnAM( c.x.Y) 
nIMt:NSrn~1 C(7) 
Y=X*C(7) 































.. ·.· .. _1_ . I 















~!IRRnIlTI~IF FLIP( II,N.MI ,L,t·',X ,Y ,I AT l 
cnMPLFX A(MI,ll,Xlll.Y(I).n,R!~A,HnLn 
OJMFNSIn~1 L(I).Mll) 
IF (IAT.r.T.1) ron Tn 150 
n=C/4PLxIl.0.0.0) 




nn 20 ,I=K."I 
nn 20 I=K,N 
IF (CARS(RIroA).GF.CARS(A(I.J)) 





IF (J.LF.K) r.n Tn 35 
nn :i0 I=1,N 
I-InLn=-A(K.I) 
A(Kd)=IIIJ.I) 
A( .J. I l=HIlUl 
1=1-1 (I( ) 
IF II.LF.K) r.~ Tn 45 
on 40 .1=1. N 
I-InLn=-l'd .I.i{) 
A(J.~)=AIJ.i) 
1\ (,I, I) =l-InLn 
.. 
p: (CII'ISIBIr:;,l).I!F..O.O) r,n Tn 50 
n=CMPunn.o.n.("\ ) 
RFTIIRN 
nn 5'5 T=l.~' 
IF (I_FD.~) r.n Til 55 
II ( I. K ) = .• ,l ( I • I( ) / R I (.; II 
cn~JTI 'II IF 
nn A5 1=1,~·1 
nn 1'05 .1=1.~1 
IF (I.Fo.K.n~.,I.FD.I<) r.n Tn A5 
1\ (I.J ) =1\( I. K )* II ('< •• 1) +A ( I •. J) 
cmlTINllr 
nn 75 J=l,N 
IF (J.F.O.K) r:;n Tn 75 
A (K, J ) = II ( K, .1 ) /1< I r:;11 
cnNTIMIIF. 
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IF (K.LF.OJ r,n Tn 150 
I=L< K I 
IF II.lF.KJ r,n Tn 120 
on 110 ,1'~l.!J 
HnLn=A( ,I.K) 
A ( J. K ) =- A ( ,I. i ) 
11.0 8(,J,!)=HnLn 
1.70 ,1=1'1 ( K I 
IF (J.LF.KJ r,n Tn 100 
on 130 I=l.N 
HnLn=A(K. I I 
A ( K.r I =-.\ ( J.T ) 
130 Ii (,J.r ) =HnLO 
r;n Tn 100 
150 nn 20n I=l.N 
Y(IJ=CMPLX(o.o.n.o) 
on 20n .I=l.M 
.700 y(II=t\(I.J)~'XL')+Y(II 
R F T\J~ ~I 
FMO 
AlnCK nATA 
CnNl·Wi, / PIE S If' T • T PI. P j T. PIp [ , Y 7. R F n. n T r, 
nATA PT.TPI.PiT.PTPI.VZ.QFn.nTr,/3.1415Q77.A.2R31R53. 
f.l.S707oA3,o.RAQA044.0.002A525R24.0.01745329.57.Z957Ri 
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